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The external representation of the inner psyche in film and moving image  

Introduction 

I have always had a fascination with what lies beneath the surface. In my experience, the 

people we meet in our day to day lives are not true indications of the soul’s that lie beneath 

their exteriors. I, myself, tend not to divulge my own anxieties and sufferings for fear that 

they will be misunderstood, due to their intangible and invisible nature. For this reason, I 

would like to analyse how film and moving image - through their relationships with 

psychology and art - are able to give insight into the inner psyche and manifest these hidden 

emotions. The films I will be analysing are Mulholland Drive (David Lynch, 2002), 

alongside Lost in Translation (Sofia Coppola, 2003). I have also created a moving image 

triptych to explore my written ideas further and will be referring to this throughout. There is 

an ‘inextricable link between metaphoric language and visual images’, so when tackling the 

subject matter of the inner psyche, I feel it most appropriate to use ‘metaphors to underlie 

abstract thinking by mapping them onto concrete ideas’ (Reed, 2015: 35).  

Literature Review and Methodology 

In Psychology for Screenwriters, Indick compares Psychoanalysis and Screenwriting to being 

“two sides of the same coin”, referring to psychoanalysis as an art form, rather than a science, 

‘aiming to investigate and understand the human character, mind and soul.’ (Indick, 2004: 

xii) Indick is a screenwriter and psychology professor, relating his knowledge of both fields 

together, along with the most influential psycho-literary theories, to uncover the inner psyche 

of characters and plot. The main psychoanalysts I’ll be referencing from this book are 

Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. Freud was the founder of psychoanalysis and believed that the 

adult personality is formed during our development through the various psychosexual stages. 
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Freud aimed to ‘reveal latent motivations to the conscious mind’ which can be applied to the 

ability moving image has in expressing “internal conflict as psychologically resonant external 

conflicts” (Indick, 2004: xiii). 

Jung keenly followed Freud’s beliefs before branching off into notions about a Collective 

Unconscious, which defied Freud’s atheist views. He explored the different archetypes of 

self, including the “outer faces” or “persona”, which can be compared to a “costume covering 

the side of ourselves that we hide” (Indick, 2004: 115) which we see predominantly in Lost in 

Translation through the concept of confused identity, between persona and inner being, 

which is later tackled in Laura Mulvey’s essay on the female “use of the cosmetic as mask 

and masquerade” (Mulvey, 2016: 5). Chare and Watkins, have assembled a selection of other 

essays, alongside Mulvey’s, by prominent scholars, exploring the ability gestures have to 

“move beyond words” in film (Jenkins, 2016: 2) and give subconscious insights into the inner 

psyche. In the book, Film and Female Consciousness, Bolton devotes a chapter to Charlotte, 

as a character. Although “we are not told what she is thinking or how she is feeling” (2011: 

108), we still grow to understand how Coppola has created a complex character with an 

active inner life.  

Indick explores the concept of “Jungian duality” (2004: 117) where the "hero and villain are 

combined into one man, portraying the split in the unconscious between persona and shadow" 

(Indick, 2004: 118), which is explored throughout the abstract, dreamscape narrative of 

Mulholland Drive. Martine Beugnet, is a French film theorist. Her book, Cinema and 

Sensation, is about filmmaking practices which prioritise cinema as a “medium of the senses” 

(Beugnet, 2013: 178) In this in-depth study into how films are universally able to move their 

audiences both “viscerally as well as intellectually” Beugnet explores how the “shadowy 

recesses of the human psyche” are expressed through the visual “material dimension” of non-
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narrative cinema. (2013: 7) Beugnet references Gilles Deleuze throughout the book, and his 

concepts surrounding the distinction between narrative and abstract film. Deleuze compares 

this difference to painting and its progression from figurative to abstract and analyses the 

haptic versus optic gaze in reference to Francis Bacon’s macabre paintings.  

In David Lynch: Beautiful Dark, Greg Olson investigates the influence of Lynch’s art 

background on his creation of surreal Lynchian film paintings which explore the inner life of 

his characters, visually. Mulholland Drive is decoded as “the interior psychodrama of the 

Naomi Watts character’s consciousness”, compared to a Bacon painting in which Lynch is 

“balancing as he goes along, making it “correct” by following his urges to add a busy, blaring 

section up here, a serene, quiet passage down there; a splash of red passion now, and later, 

blue, in the night.” (Olson, 2008: 527)  

My method of exploration will be analysing both film texts and applying the predominant 

psychological themes and artistic exploration of them to my own multifaceted self-portrait. In 

Olson’s book, he chooses to introduce Lynch, himself, as: ‘The source/The man/The inner 

self.’ (2008: ix, xi, x)  

 

This inspired my choice of a triptych layout. I began “using images and sounds like 

brushstrokes, building moods and emotions into a composition that exists as a 
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metamorphosing sequence of time, rather than as a canvas hanging on a wall” (Olson: 2008: 

39), in an exploration of myself as: The Alter ego/The Woman/The Id.  

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis and Findings  

In Lost in Translation, Coppola creates a world based in reality, in which the characters’ 

inner psyches are locked up inside and masked by their Persona’s.  

Persona/Alter ego    Persona Cracking    Inner being/shadow self 

 

Charlotte- Lost in Translation  

 

Bob – Lost in Translation  
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The film follows how Charlotte and Bob “become integral aspects of each other’s journey to 

self-discovery after they meet by chance in Tokyo” (Felix, 2011: 135). The surreal, Lynchian 

film painting, Mulholland Drive, also portrays a complex character, with a shockingly 

juxtaposed inner life.  

      Super Ego                                Shadow Self (Id) 

 

Betty/Diane – Mulholland Drive 

The film follows Diane Sawyer; a Hollywood actress whose feelings of jealousy and 

unrequited love for another actress, Camilla, drive her to hire a hit man and have her killed. 

What precedes this is a dream narrative, breaking “the boundary between interior and 

exterior” (Olson: 2008: 37) to create a visual manifestation of Diane’s, “internal 

psychological structures” (Indick, 2004: 20-21). Dreams are, as Jung refers: “impartial, 

spontaneous products of the unconscious psyche” (2014a: 149), which when followed and 

interpreted through the character of Betty (Diane’s dream-self) who encounters Rita (who is, 

in reality, Camilla) will lead her, and the audience, to an “inner zone of shadows.” (Olson, 

2008: 534).  The central frame of my triptych is representative of the cracking persona 

explored in Lost in Translation. The frames to either side of this represent the juxtaposition 

between the alter ego and the shadow self, explored in Mulholland Drive. 

In the Article, Lost in Individuation, Felix applies Jung’s theory of individuation to the battle 

between Bob and his persona which he cannot seem to escape. His face is projected on 

billboards and the TV blares out reruns of his old films, forcing him to observe the “actor-
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turned-commercial-sellout persona” that he constructed (Felix, 2011: 136). During a whisky 

commercial shoot in Japan, he is asked by the director to behave like various members of the 

rat pack, in which he mockingly responds with some cheesy gestures. The subtext in the 

script by Coppola: “Bob obviously hates the whole thing, what you do for money” (Coppola, 

2002: 10) demonstrates how Bob is attempting to fulfil expectations of his persona, when in 

reality he has lost touch with the person inside. This ‘instinct toward wholeness, and an 

authentic self, which demands he shed his persona, is referred to as individuation’ (Felix, 

2011: 138).  

At first glance, Charlotte is a perfect example of a young woman. She is married to a 

successful photographer and has just graduated from Yale. However, what lies beneath this 

persona is a girl lost in the midst of, what Erikson refers to as, an ‘adolescent identity crisis.’ 

(Indick, 2004: 102) Mulvey analyses a female character as being a “bearer of meaning, not 

maker of meaning” (Mulvey, 1975: 7), which applies to Charlotte’s character, who is 

understood through the ways in which “her desire, which is silenced in film dialogue, is 

sublimated into her gaze” (Chare & Watkins, 2016: 6). We grow to understand her “inner 

life” through her own “interrogational perspective” which fixates on the fakeness of the 

world around her. (Bolton, 2011: 106) Coppola uses extreme long shots in which Charlotte is 

seen as a tiny figure in the frame, drowned in a sea of technology and mind-numbing 

entertainment. She observes a teenager playing a guitar video game in an arcade and focuses 

on his girlfriend who is stood in awe of his fake talent. Another time Charlotte stands 

detached, between her husband and Kelly (a loud young actress) while they are catching up… 

And through Charlotte’s bemused facial expression we observe, comically, how Kelly and 

her husband are completely oblivious to their own naïve, narcissistic psychobabble.  
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In the scene in which Charlotte calls a friend back home, we see “behind her composed 

facade, and begin to realize her state of emotional stagnation.” (Bolton, 2011: 109) She 

explains how she went to a monk temple and couldn’t feel anything. She also mentions how 

her husband has started wearing hair products. The friend seems disinterested and asks to call 

back, leaving Charlotte crying on her own. The underlying reasons for her calling are deeper 

than her friend realizes: Charlotte is worried that she is falling out of love with the man she 

married, for fear that he is becoming as fake as the world which surrounds her - and she is 

petrified that she, herself, is falling into the same hole… But, on the surface - as her friend 

says in the script: “you're so lucky” (Coppola, 2002: 29). 

In Mulholland Drive, Diane’s contrasting inner psyche is best embodied through abstraction. 

Lynch’s work is influenced by the art world’s “rediscovery of the world of perception” 

(Ponty, as cited by Beugnet 2013: 4)” moving from a “traditional narrative representation of 

reality to freeform abstraction” (Olson, 2008: 38) Ponty compares this to ‘classical, 

perspective-based art favouring the view of the rational adult as opposed to an exploration of 

the aberrant forms of life and consciousness through the eye of children and madmen’ (Ponty, 

as cited by Beugnet, 2013: 4). It was at art school that Lynch first ‘imagined a world in which 

his paintings would be in perpetual motion’ (Chion, 2005: 9), enabling him to bring 

“movement and sound to the muteness and static nature of his paintings, (Mactaggart, 2010: 

12) creating films in which “[r]epresentational and narrative functions are secondary” 

(Beugnet, 2013: 60). Olson refers to Deleuze’s writings on Francis Bacon to uncover his 

influence on Lynch and how both of their artworks aim “to bypass logic and speech” (Olson: 

2008: 19) by uncovering “sublingual sensory-emotional meanings.” (Olson: 2008: 39) 

Deleuze applies Alöis Riegl’s term “haptic gaze” to his work on Bacon (Riegl, 1902). The 

haptic gaze is a “mode of visual perception akin to the sense of touch, where the eye, 

sensitised to the image’s concrete appearance, becomes responsive to qualities usually made 
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out through skin contact” (Beugnet, 2013: 66) which, when applied to Lynch’s film 

paintings, encourages the spectator to engage in a more physically immersive and empathetic 

cinematic experience. My installation is heavily inspired by this method of expressing 

intangible emotions and inner pain, by manifesting them as something tactile, as seen through 

Bacon’s ability to contort and shape the human form into a spasming figure morphed by 

anxiety.      

Lynch’s “sense of human complexity knows that beneath the surface of one side of a duality 

can flow symbiotic undercurrents of its opposite.” (Olson: 2008: 5) This applies to “Jungian 

duality”, in which the hero is attached to their own shadow being, which has a “propensity 

toward madness and violence” (Indick, 2004: 117). Diana constructs a persona in her dream, 

called Betty. The bitterly sweet projection of herself arrives at the airport in sunny LA. Her 

pink top sparkles like the hope in her eyes, in the land where dreams come true. A reassuring 

elderly couple wish her luck on becoming a star before she slips into a taxi and is driven to 

her destiny. This cuts to a juxtaposing shot of the same elderly couple represented as “hosts 

of shadowy impulses” (Olson: 2008: 530), eerily laughing to themselves in the back of a 

limo, foreshadowing an inescapable darkness of which Betty is naïve. Olson relates this to 

Bacon’s work in which “strongly contrasting elements” externalise a “dual aspect” to his 

subject’s inner psyche (2008: 18) and detect “the diabolic powers of the future knocking at 

the door.”(Kafka, as cited by Deleuze: 1981: 44) This is reflected in my triptych through the 

overbearing effect of the manic right and left frame (id and superego). The extreme and 

domineering motions of these figures eventually overwhelm and destroy the undisturbed, 

more still, central figure (ego), rendering it inert. 

In Lost in Translation, cracks in the persona are made visible through Coppola’s writing and 

directing. Bolton explores how, even without addressing the “issue of sexual attraction” 
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between the pair, “intimate touchings convey the strength of their connection” (2011: 125), 

implying that more power may lie in a gesture routed in subconscious desire, than in three 

words. Both Charlotte and Bob, tell their partners: “I love you”, however, “these utterances 

seem to fill a gap” and act as a “habitual farewell” filling the saying with emptiness. (Bolton 

2011: 124-125) In the scene in which Bob and Charlotte fall asleep next to each other, silence 

cues a natural cutting point, however, Coppola lingers on a spontaneous moment, not 

intended in the script: Bob subtly reaches out to touch Charlotte’s foot and holds it, “indexing 

the agency of the unconscious in bodily communication.” and exploring how “even the 

slightest of deliberate, deliberated motions can assume intense significance.” (Chare & 

Watkins, 2016: 2). In my triptych, I chose to portray emotion through performance, body 

movement and gesture, which I feel has enabled me to create a more universal and deeper 

sense of the self than with the spoken word. The composition of the figure against the red 

backdrop evokes a sense of isolation and the colour carries connotations of the blood within, 

associated with intensity and angst. 

In Mulholland Drive, it is after the two women make passionate love and visit Club Silencio, 

that the cracks in Diane’s dream world and persona begin to show. They watch a man enter a 

stage draped in red curtains. He speaks of everything being “an illusion” and raises his arms 

to cue bolts of blue light, which shock Betty’s body into a seizure, and she reacts like a 

subject in Bacon’s paintings, “with unspecified physical and psychic wounds, quivering with 

the doubled violence of victim and perpetrator.” (Olson: 2008: 18). This helped inspire some 

of the body contortions portrayed in my installation. A Spanish woman is introduced and 

sings a rendition of Roy Orbison’s “Crying”. Her voice relates the lyrics, rich with genuine 

passion and emotion, resonating with the unrequited love Diane feels towards Camilla in 

reality. The extreme close-up on the singer intensifies the depth of emotion and reveals a 

diamond tear attached to her face, reminiscent of Dali’s glass tears. This heralds the falsity 
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which is about to prevail when she collapses, dead, and the singing continues on a pre-

recorded track accompanied by a hollow, foreboding sound which fades up and takes over. 

Betty is horrified at the realisation that the love shared between the girls, is not real, but 

rather an illusion, and in reality, she feels guilt ridden for murdering the woman she loves.  

In Lost in Translation, catharsis is experienced on the night out in Tokyo, where Charlotte 

and Bob enable each other to open themselves to the excitement of the foreign world around 

them (Indick, 2004: 96) and metaphorically explore themselves and their feelings for each 

other through “deflection of signifying material on to other non-verbal registers such as 

gesture, music and mise en scene” (Doane, 1988: 85). In the karaoke box, Charlotte’s usual 

conservative and androgynous attire is swapped for an ultra-feminine look, complimented by 

a bright pink wig, which she wears while singing and mimicking a “showgirl performance”. 

Bolton decodes this to be Charlotte’s way of ‘disguising the frustrating difficulties she is 

having in expressing or defining herself’ (2011: 120). Doane furthers this, exploring how “the 

masquerade, in flaunting femininity, holds it at a distance,” (1991: 25) by playing into the 

male gaze and depicting what she feels is universally associated with femininity: teasing, 

sensual motions along with a suggestive wink and vulnerable, dumbed down attitude, she is 

able to protect her true self from being scrutinised or hurt. This disconnect between alter ego 

and ego inspired the left frame of the triptych’s confident, proud and upright movements. 

The use of a wig to convey alter ego appears in Mulholland Drive, as well. Betty puts a 

blonde wig on Rita and stares, in awe, at her in the mirror: a manifestation of her alter ego 

who, in reality, doesn’t exist. At the David Lynch/Helmut Newton exhibition in Berlin, I 

noticed an image by Newton, in his mannequin series, which bears a striking resemblance to 

the shot from the film, anchoring this concept of falsity. 
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When Diane sheds her persona in Mulholland Drive, a terrifying and overwhelming catharsis 

is experienced. “The id is like a caged animal inside our subconscious minds. Id drives are 

always trying to get out, but we repress them constantly and keep our primal urges locked 

up.” (Indick, 2004: 16). This is metaphorically explored when the blue box is opened and the 

spectator is taken into a black hole where Diane will be tormented by external manifestations 

of her inner demons. We encounter a monster behind the diner at Winkies, who is “an 

embodiment of metaphysical darkness referred to by Olson as “the beast” that can’t be killed 

in the Eagles’ song “Hotel California”, (Felder et al, 1976; Olson, 2008: 530-531) and the 

juxtaposed opposite to Diane’s perfect alter ego and mask, Betty. In my triptych, the right 

frame represents this manic portrayal of the inner shadow through my frantic and aggressive 

movements. The figure cracks and disfigures to convey the physical pain of mental problems.  

Lev Manovich refers to the advancements in digital technology creating a “subgenre of 

painting” (Manovich 2012: 2). Lynch is able to shrink the disturbing elderly couple from 

before and have them crawl in through under Betty’s door, laughing and screaming at her. “In 

previous century’s ghosts, hauntings and demons were perceived as external to individuals,” 

but in this film Diane is haunted by her guilt (Mactaggart, 2010: 171), Indick explains how 

the hero must finally ‘face her shadow in order to become whole.” (Indick, 2004: 120) 

However, when the mask comes off, “[t]he mirror does not flatter” but rather presents to us 

“the face we never show to the world” (Jung, 2014: 20), which is too horrific for Diane to 
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live with, and in a desperate attempt to free herself from her shadow, she blows her brains 

out, killing the mask and the woman beneath it. This inspired the end of my triptych in which 

the battle between super ego and id become overbearing for the ego. This is implied 

metaphorically when either side of the central frame break through the walls of the persona, 

causing it to mutate into a broken and spasming abstraction.  

Conclusion  

Through this thesis and practical exploration of the subject matter, I have found, through 

psychoanalysing Lost in Translation, that we can empathise more with people by taking a 

closer look at the subtleties in their behaviour, which may reveal hidden truths of an inner 

life. Further to this, I discovered through analysing Mulholland Drive, alongside Lynch’s 

relationship with Francis Bacon’s art, how to express these intangible feelings through new 

technology. This enabled me to use the material dimensions of moving image to construct a 

self-portrait, exploring inner life and anxiety, rather than merely showing the surface detail. I 

found this process therapeutic, in that it helped me understand my own mental health issues. 

In the world, we present ourselves the way we wish to be perceived, however, this often 

masks the truth. People are in turn judged upon this masked version of self and evaluated 

accordingly. If one could only see the life beneath the mask, the battle within an individual’s 

mind. That is what I aimed to explore through this thesis. I hope to further develop this 

concept to enable others to see their mental health issues for what they are: a real physical 

and emotional inner battle, which exists just as much, if not more than, external pain.  
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